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Molecular characterization is a key to communicating the 
properties of inserted DNA in a genetically modified plant 

The inserted molecular component (DNA) of a transgenic crop consists of 

the gene(s) supporting expression of a protein(s) with specific trait(s) and 

supporting DNA, such as promoters and terminators. 

T-DNA = transferred and inserted DNA that 
expresses one or more of the intended proteins 
that provide the insect resistance or other trait

GOI = gene of interest
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Molecular characterization answers important questions 
about the inserted DNA

● What DNA was put into the crop? 

● How many genes were put into the crop? 

● Where in the host genome is the inserted DNA located? 

● Is expression of the gene(s) stable? 
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What DNA was put into host crop? 

● Vector Sequence – intended for insertion through the transformation 

process

● Product (GMO Plant) Sequence Analysis – what was actually inserted 

into the plant

Gene of interest

Plant selectable marker

promoter

promoter

Terminator 

Terminator

Transformation 
Vector

in planta 

Backbone – not 

intended for insertion

inserted

DNA
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How many genes were put into the crop? 

● Insert Sequence Analysis; DNA from plant is 

evaluated by sequencing analysis

● Copy Number is evaluated by Southern 

Analysis
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Where was it put into the crop’s genome?

Genomic Sequence Analysis

Was a crop gene interrupted? – scan the genomic 

sequence on either side and then perform bioinformatic 

search to determine nearby genes, if any.

At the site of insertion, were any changes made to the 

native genomic sequence?

On what chromosome is this transgenic insert  located?
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The location of the insert DNA is critical to understanding 
the location of nearby genes, if any, in the host genome

Once location of the insert DNA is confirmed, 

sequence of the nearby “flanking” DNA from 

the host plant is used to bioinformatically 

identify genes, if present.  Sequence is 

compared to the genome libraries of the 

species of the host.
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Is there potential to produce any unintended proteins?

Determine if there are any sequences that could potentially result in an 

unintended protein.  A putative fusion protein created between the insert 

and genomic DNA would be unintended (and unlikely).

Evaluate whether sequences with stop codons on either side of genomic/insert 

junction are present and determine if they are significantly similar to allergens or 

toxins – bioinformatics is used to support this.
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Has the insert DNA been transferred to the host plant in a 
stable manner?

Genetic Stability - Southern DNA 

Analysis

Lane 2 : Generation T3

Lane 3:  Generation T4

Lane 4:  Generation T5

Lane 5:  Generation T6

Lane 6:  Generation T7

T0 (starting variety)









T1

T2

T3

T4

T5





T6

T7

T0 = original transformant

= self pollination

Is the insert DNA still present through 
successive breeding generations?

4th breeding 

generation
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Additional check for molecular stability of the insert DNA

Mendelian Inheritance

● Does the insert inherit according to Mendel’s Law of Segregation?

● For example, when a heterozygous parent is crossed with a 

heterozygous parent, do the offspring have a positive to negative ratio of 

3:1?

+/ - + /-

+/ - - / -

+               -

+ 

-

Heterozygous Transgenic Parents
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Molecular detection methods

● After genetic trait stability and safety have been determined for the 

transgenic crop, the following questions remain - What GMO product is 

in the market?, How many different kinds?, Where are they located?

● In order for the transgenic crop to be registered there must be a method 

for detecting this transgenic crop.

● Example: detection methods for grain are typically required as part of the 

regulatory dossier in many parts of the world.
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Expected detection methods

● Event-specific Qualitative PCR method (presence or absence)

● Event-specific Quantitative PCR method (quantity)

1         2         3         4        5         

Sample 1 – GM

Sample 2 – GM

Sample 3 – GM

Sample 4 – non GM

Sample 5 – non GM
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Molecular Characterization - Summary

Provides confirmation to regulators of GMO crops that the 

inserted DNA is: 

- Fully described and exactly as intended when transferred to new 

crop host

- Is known for location in the host genome and lack of interference with 

endogenous genes

- Is stable from a breeding perspective

- Expresses intended genes

- Can be detected when placed into commercial market
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Protein Characterization

Protein Characterization studies are performed to 

characterize the transgenic GMO protein(s).  They address 

several questions, including:

1. Is the transgenic protein expressed in the plant in a stable manner?

2. Are the biophysical properties of the transgenic protein in the plant 

consistent with a safe protein? 

a. Do the protein properties support food, feed and environmental 

safety?

3. Is the E. coli-produced protein biochemically and functionally 

equivalent to the GMO plant protein?

a. Can recombinant GMO protein be used for safety studies?

4. How does the protein behave in different solutions used in toxicity and 

eco-toxicity studies?
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Protein Characterization – analytical approaches

Biochemistry is used to assess physical properties

● SDS-PAGE and Western blot (Molecular weight)

● activity assays (for enzymes)

● total protein quantitation

● densitometry

● % purity calculations for trait protein

● mass spectrometry (intact mass analysis)

● N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis

● Bioinformatics – Comparison of amino acid sequence from 

the transgenic crop to those of the non-transgenic crop as 

well as sequences from other organisms.
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Characterizing the E. coli-produced GMO protein

● Prior to using in any regulatory studies, the purified protein is 

characterized according to Good Laboratory Practices

 SDS-PAGE

 Western blot

 Activity assay

97

64

51

39

28

mol wt

[kDa]

SDS-PAGE Western blot

Test Substance Characterization

Can the identity of the protein in 

the test substance be confirmed?

What buffers can the test 

substance be dissolved in?

What is the purity of the test 

substance?

Is the protein active after 

purification from E. coli?

GMO

Protein
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Protein mass analysis and N-terminal sequencing 
analysis

Syngenta Internal Business Confidential

● Intact mass analysis: Q-TOF, MALDI-TOF

● Peptide mass mapping:

● N-terminal sequence analysis (Edman degradation):
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Protein characterization, continued

Heat stability study

Is the protein stable after treatment at different 

temperatures?

pH stability study

What is pH optimum of the expected reaction?  This 

is only performed on enzymes.

Substrate specificity study

Does the enzyme have high or low substrate 

specificity?

 ELISA

 Activity Assay

 Activity Assay

 Activity Assay
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GMO protein production for safety testing

E. Coli host for production of purified GMO proteinTransgenic Plant

The concentration of the  

expressed transgenic protein in 

the plant tissue is low

A microbial host is used to make large 

quantities (50 grams or more) of the 

GMO protein

Microbial produced protein is a 

surrogate for plant expressed 

transgenic protein in safety studies 

that require large quantities of purified 

protein.
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Is the microbial (E. coli) protein equivalent to the plant 
expressed protein?

Classification: INTERNAL USE ONLY

Equivalence (Bridging) Study

Do both protein have the same predicted molecular weights? 

Do both proteins react with the same antibodies? 

Are both proteins not glycosylated?

Do both proteins have the same identity?

Are both proteins active and have comparable activities?

Microorganism (E. coli)

Transgenic Plant

Equivalent

= Purified GMO protein 
can be used in studies, 
if equivalent to plant
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Protein from both sources is expected to be same 
molecular weight and react with same antibody in 
Western blot

1 2 3 4 5 6
mol wt
[kDa ]

188

98

62

49

38

28

17

14

6

3

GMO protein 
from plant

GMO protein 
from E. coli

SDS-PAGE and Western blot using protein-specific antibodies
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Protein characterization studies support specific safety 
studies and the allergy assessment

● Characterized E. coli-produced GMO protein is used for;

- Characterization studies to assess allergenic potential

• SGF

• SIF

• Glycosylation

- Acute toxicity study in mice

- Animal studies for environmental exposure assessment

- Additional animal studies that may be requested
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Summary – Protein characterization and safety 
assessment

Protein 
Characterization

Purified GMO protein 
characterization

Other supporting 
characterization studies: 
heat stability, pH stability, 

substrate specificity

Equivalence of Plant and 
E. coli GMO proteins

Human Safety

In vitro digestibility in 
SGF and SIF

Bioinformatics and allergy 
assessment

Animal studies using 
purified GMO protein

Environmental 
Safety

NTO diet analysis

Lab soil degradation

Protein Interaction
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Thank You
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